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Dachs Cuckoo designed by Ryosuke Fukusada for Lemnos

We are pleased to inform you that Dachs Cuckoo designed by Ryosuke Fukusada is available for purchase 

from 27th April 2017.

A cuckoo clock with a lovely roof that looks like the ears of a dachshund

Brand Concept

Clocks tick and produce spaces, sometimes like graceful fl owers and sometimes like brilliant jewels. 

We look at clocks every day and manuy times, so we want them to enrich your space. 

With this concept, Lemnos works with many well-known designers to design a lot of fi ne items, which 

are made with the refi ned skills of craftsmen who maximize the attractiveness of materials for timeless 

design.

Our innovative Japan-made products are highly reputed and have won many awards in Japan and abroad 

such as Good Design Award. 

We will continue to propose innovative and permanent beauty.



Dachs Cuckoo - The basic structure coupled with unique details

Dachs Cuckoo is a playful cuckoo clock with a roof that resembles the ears of a dachshund.  This roof 

made of thin metal sheet gives a light touch and demonstrates a modern feel with its outline tracing the 

window frame.  The numbers on the clock highlight the Dachs Cuckoo and the font used is a version of 

Broadway arranged to fit the outline of its face.  This clock is available in three wonderful colors.  The 

brown goes well with natural items such as plants and wood furnishings, and the white one blends well 

into the background while yellow one adds an accent to the atmosphere.  The basic structure coupled 

with unique details featured in this clock brings out the best of the cuckoo clock.   

Dachs Cuckoo

RF 17-03

Size w244 × h252 × d107mm Weight 1,550g Material  Special  interior material ,  Steel  

Specifi cation Cuckoo clock / Two-step volume control with light sensor 

RF17-03 YE

Yellow

4515030075783

RF17-03 WH

White

4515030075769

RF17-03 BW

Brown

4515030075776



DESIGNER PROFILE

COMPANY PROFILE

PRESS ENQUIRY

Ryosuke Fukusada

Born in 1979 in Osaka, Japan. He studied product design at 

Kanazawa College of Art from 1998 to 2002. He then worked 

for Sharp Corporation in Japan as designer for consumer 

electronic products until 2007. After transferring to Italy, he 

graduated from Domus Academy, Master in Interior and Living 

Design course. From 2008 to 2012, he worked for Studio 

Urquiola in Milan as assistant designer of product design for 

Patricia Urquiola. He then started his own design studio in 

October 2012 in Kyoto, Japan. He currently works with some 

international clients.
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TAKATA Lemnos Inc. was founded in 1947 as a brass casting 

manufacturing industry in Takaoka-city, Toyama Prefecture, 

Japan and we launched out into the full-scale business trade 

with Seiko Clock Co., Ltd. since 1966.

We entered into the development for the original planning from 

late 1980 and “Lemnos Brand” recognized as the global design 

clock by a masterpiece “HOLA” designed by Kazuo KAWASAKI 

which released in 1989.

Afterwards, we made a lot of projects with well-known 

designers who took in active in Japan and overseas such as Riki 

WATANABE, Kazuo KAWASAKI, Shin AZUMI, Tomoko AZUMI, 

Kanae TSUKAMOTO etc. and we made announcement of their 

fi ne works abounding in artistry and prominent designs.

Our Lemnos products are made carefully by our craftsmen fi nely 

honed skillful techniques in Japan. They surely bring out the 

attractiveness of the materials to the maximum and create fi ne 

products not being infl uenced on the fashion trend accordingly. 

TAKATA Lemnos Inc. defi nitely would like to be innovative and 

continuously propose the beauty lasts forever.
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